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A look at the events of 2021 through the lens
of the NFPA Fire & Life Safety Ecosystem™

Fire and life safety deaths, injuries, and
losses may be unexpected, but they do not
happen by chance. Instead, they’re the
product of weaknesses in a community’s
Fire & Life Safety Ecosystem.
We all need this Ecosystem to reduce risks around us—starting
with governments that prioritize safety in action and resource
allocation, to skilled workers who can properly implement the
most up-to-date standards, and to first responders who can
capably respond and go home to their families.
2021 was a year of modest improvements and tragic setbacks
for Fire & Life Safety Ecosystems around the world. In Minnesota,
the legislature committed to installing fire sprinklers in public
housing but securing funding for the effort remains a challenge.
The year marked the first year in which federal and state lawmakers made significant funding available to mitigate catastrophic wildfires, but the thousands of homes lost to wildfires
this year show how much work is yet to be done. And officials in
Taiwan called for fire safety inspections for all older apartment
buildings, but only after 46 people died in a horrible fire.
With a languishing pandemic and serial natural disasters,
2021 cast a shadow of precariousness on the world. However,
with the tools of the Fire & Life Safety Ecosystem, the fundamentals to develop and apply the policies and practices needed
to guard against tragic losses are at hand. Reviewing the tragedies, losses, and successes of the past year can highlight where
attention and resources could bring safer years to come. 

HIGHLIGHTS OF ECOSYSTEM
WEAKNESSES IN 2021

CURRENT CODES &
INVESTMENT IN SAFETY:
In November, Romania suffered its fourth
hospital fire of the pandemic and its third in
2021. Two elderly patients became the year’s
13th and 14th victims of a healthcare system
that has massively underfunded the safety of
its physical infrastructure. The short circuit that
likely caused a January fire in the Bucharest
hospital that killed 12 points to a 40-to-50-yearold electrical system inadequate to the power
needs of modern medical equipment in a busy
hospital. Modern healthcare needs modern fire
and electrical codes.
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SKILLED WORKFORCE &
GOVERNMENT RESPONSIBILITY:
In January, half of the subway lines that carry
Mexico City’s 4 million daily commuters shut
down when a fire broke out in a control center.
One person was killed and 30 were injured. Less
than six months later, the troubled system was
struck by an even worse calamity—the collapse of
an elevated rail, killing 26 people. Investigations
revealed that inferior workmanship compounded
by political pressure to work faster created the
flaws that brought down the section of track.
Skilled workers free from external pressure are far
less likely to imbed deadly defects in their work.

CODE COMPLIANCE:
In March, a nursing home in Spring Valley, New
York was the site of firefighters’ “worst nightmare.” The volunteer firefighting force successfully saved all but one of the 100-plus residents, but
tragically lost one of their own, who died when a
section of the facility collapsed. Investigations in
the aftermath have uncovered allegedly falsified
fire inspection documents. The facility’s fire alarm
was also reportedly offline, potentially delaying
notification of the fire. More investigations by
the state have prompted a crackdown on local
officials who have purportedly ignored their code
enforcement responsibilities.
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Of the 19 wildfires since 1950 that have caused insured
damages of $1 billion or more, 14 have occurred since
2015. In 2021, this relentless pace contributed to
the exodus of experienced wildland firefighters from
a profession plagued by danger, low pay, and high
levels of physical and mental stress.
WILDFIRES

Using current codes can reduce the risk of ignition of homes and
other structures during a wildfire event.
With hurricane force winds blowing across bone-dry brush, the
late December Marshall Fire became one of Colorado’s worst—
leaving two people dead, over 1,000 homes burned, and the communities of Superior, Louisville, and Boulder County devastated.
It also vividly illustrated wildfire’s new axiom: there is no season
anymore. With a months-long drought and unseasonably warm
temperatures, high winds can quickly grow a small brushfire into
an urban conflagration any time of the year.
According to risk management company Aon, of the 19 wildfires
since 1950 that have caused insured damages of $1 billion or more,
14 have occurred since 2015. In 2021, this relentless pace contributed
to the exodus of experienced wildland firefighters from a profession
plagued by danger, low pay, and high levels of physical and mental
stress. Small towns like Lytton, British Columbia and Greenville,
California were burned off the map. And higher temperatures continued to push vapor-pressure deficits and a mega-drought—spelling
a future almost certain to contain more fire, destruction, and fatigue.
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In 2021, California finally increased resources for wildfire mitigation measures, illustrating the burgeoning acceptance among
policymakers that firefighters cannot shoulder the entire burden
of this new reality. Lawmakers in Oregon, as well, passed legislation to create the framework the state needs to lower wildfire
risk. They are now busy identifying and mapping risk, developing
defensible space rules to help residents mitigate the risks to their
homes, promulgating a wildfire safety building code, re-examining land use planning requirements, and pursuing other measures, like requiring utilities to develop wildfire mitigation plans
and reducing hazardous fuel levels in forests around the state.
While this mitigation policymaking is welcome and desperately needed, the challenge ahead to reduce the risk of catastrophic wildfires and prepare communities for a more hazardous
future remains enormous. At the federal level, the heralded
Infrastructure Investment & Jobs Act included around $2 billion to tackle the hazardous fuels on at least ten million acres of
land that pose high wildfire risk. This is a significant investment
but still much less than the $20 billion called for by land management experts. Similarly, while California did launch a $25
million pilot to help people retrofit their homes to better resist
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ignition, this will assist only a fraction of the 1.3 million homes located in areas at high or extreme risk
for wildfire.
The road to today’s wildfire risk runs through past
US policy to aggressively suppress wildfires with
yearly budgets now in the billions. Fires that would
have performed an ecological function in centuries
past were stopped before they could consume the vegetation and forest debris that now feed the monster
fires of late. And while the understanding has grown
that this challenge is not one simply of suppression,
policymaking has not shifted fast enough to stop the
trend of destruction. To do that, policymakers must
prioritize education and programs to help people
harden homes and businesses to improve ignition
resistance. Leaders cannot shy away from requiring
current wildfire safety codes and standards, even in
communities that are now struggling to rebuild, and
landscapes treatments must match the scale and
ambition called for by land management experts. To
Outthink Wildfire®, policymaking must match the
scale of the risk.

HOUSING

Ensuring ongoing compliance with fire, life
safety, building, and housing codes is essential to
minimizing fire risks in rental housing.

In April, an exposé in The Chicago Tribune found that of
the city’s 170 home fire fatalities from 2014 to 2019, almost
half took place in buildings where serious safety
violations had been reported to officials. The victims
were predominantly lower-income and minority.

Cities around the world are struggling with housing.
With places to live in short supply and increasingly
expensive, low-income residents find themselves living wherever
they can afford. Unfortunately, those places can often come
with safety risks. Conditions like exposed wiring, blocked exits,
non-working—or absent—smoke alarms, and faulty heating can
raise the risk of fires, as well as for deaths and injuries from fire.
2021 saw a devastating example of this in the Taiwanese city of
Kaohsiung when an apartment building there caught fire, killing
46 people and injuring scores more. By the time of the fire, the
40-year-old, 13-story mixed-use structure was home to impoverished elderly tenants, people with disabilities, and low wage
workers but otherwise in a state of prolonged disuse and neglect.
Debris strewn on stairways quickly spread the fire and blocked
victims’ attempts to escape.
In the aftermath, officials acknowledged missteps that had
allowed unsafe conditions at the Kaohsiung building and called
for an immediate effort to step up inspections and enforcement
of similar buildings throughout the country. However, Taiwan is
certainly not alone in its inattentiveness to fire safety for apartments and other types of rental housing. In April, an exposé in
The Chicago Tribune found that of the city’s 170 home fire fatalities from 2014 to 2019, almost half took place in buildings where
serious safety violations had been reported to officials. The victims were predominantly lower-income and minority. The story
revealed that authorities closed hundreds of complaints without
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providing follow-up to ensure repairs were completed and that
if landlords were brought to court, the cases often dragged on
for months or years, all while the tenants were living in unsafe
conditions.
Chicago has none of the programs or policies in place that
have helped cities like Minneapolis and Baltimore ensure more
safety for residents. Licensing programs for landlords with regular
inspections of housing units, better protocols to prioritize enforcement resources and make enforcement more uniform, allowing
tenants to withhold rent if safety violations are not addressed,
and targeting financial assistance to help property owners address
code violations would all help improve housing stock and improve
the safety of residents. Proactive code enforcement programs and
policies should be a high priority for all cities.
Fortunately, in the US, home fires, and home fire deaths, have
dropped significantly since the 1980s—by 50 percent and 48 percent respectively. However, the median age of the US housing
stock is now 41 years old. Older homes are less likely to have
been updated to more modern codes and more likely in need
of maintenance. According to analysis from the Harvard’s Joint
Center for Housing Studies, homes in most need of repair are
those occupied by renters, racial minorities, and people with
disabilities, as well as manufactured housing. It is well studied
that smoke alarms are critical to surviving a fire—the risk of
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dying in a home fire is 55 percent lower when a working smoke
alarm is present. Therefore, fire department education and
smoke alarm distribution remain critical.
In addition to smoke alarms, fire sprinklers continue to be the
most effective means of preventing home fire deaths. As Minnesota
Senator Tina Smith said in a statement on a bill introduced this
year to provide funding to retrofit buildings like Minneapolis’s
Cedar Tower, where five residents died in a 2020 fire, "Most of the
people who live in publicly supported housing are elderly people
[who] deserve a safe and decent place to live.” In fact, in the US,
people over 65 are most at risk of perishing in a fire. While funding
to retrofit these older buildings was not secured in 2021, continued
attention brings hope for investment in 2022 and beyond.

and the latter on ensuring third-party platforms keep better tabs
on sellers to reduce the sale of stolen, counterfeit, or dangerous
goods. Requiring greater accountability on the part of these
online marketplaces is a good first step. However, Congress could
go even further to protect consumers by making it clear that
online platforms with massive reach into people’s homes have the
same obligations to ensure products they sell are as safe as other
retailers and distributors.

CONSUMER PRODUCTS

Some products may carry fire and electrical safety risks.
Promoting an informed public that can use products safely and
avoid those that do not meet safety standards is key to reducing
deaths and injuries.
In 2021, electric vehicle (EV) manufacturers like Tesla reported
record sales, and President Biden set ambitious targets, declaring
they will constitute half of all vehicles sold in the US by 2030.
However, while these vehicles are key to a clean energy future,
their introduction has not been without fire safety challenges. For
GM Chevy Volt owners, the year came with advice to avoid parking
their cars within 50 feet of other vehicles, on top of previous
instructions to store them outside and refrain from overnight
charging. At least 16 reports of battery fires eventually prompted
GM to recall all 141,000 Volt vehicles sold, citing a defect that
allowed components in the vehicle’s powerful battery to come into
contact and potentially ignite. In addition to continued attention
from regulators and education for consumers, these episodes
highlight the urgent need to train firefighters on this hazard.
But if cars are at least under the watchful eye of regulators at
the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, the same
cannot be said for thousands of products sold on internet websites like Amazon.com. In July, the Consumer Product Safety
Commission (CPSC) filed an administrative complaint to force
companies like Amazon to close loopholes that allow consumers
to buy products that fail to meet required safety standards.
According to the complaint, on Amazon’s website, the CPSC
found carbon monoxide detectors that failed to sound in the presence of the deadly gas, children’s sleepwear that failed flammability tests, and hair dryers manufactured without the protection
that guards against electric shock. While companies like Amazon
argue they are “third-party logistics” providers, linking up sellers
and would-be customers and therefore not responsible for the
wares on the site, the CPSC is pushing them to stop selling products that can cause injury and to work with the government to
recall dangerous products.
In 2021, Congress too took up the issue of online sales with the
introduction of bills like the Shop Safe Act and the Inform Act,
the former focusing primarily on stopping the sale of counterfeits
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In New York City alone, the number of reported fires caused
by ebikes and other battery-powered mobility devices in 2021
more than doubled to 93, with several resulting in deaths. The
New York Fire Department is working to educate residents on
best practices for caring for, storing, and charging ebikes.
The data bear out the impact such standards have on the rates
of fire death. According to Fire Safety Since 1980: Through the
Lens of the NFPA Fire & Life Safety Ecosystem, fire deaths in children under 5 years of age began to decline in 1994, the same
year the CPSC’s child safety standard for cigarette lighters went
into effect. Similarly, home fires and home fire deaths and injuries caused by candles have declined since their peak in the early
2000s. Their decline came with the development and use of safety
standards by candle manufacturers. As new products gain popularity, like battery-powered electric bicycles, or ebikes, consumers and regulators alike must be on guard for new hazards.
In New York City alone, the number of reported fires caused by
ebikes and other battery-powered mobility devices in 2021 more
than doubled to 93, with several resulting in deaths. The New
York Fire Department is working to educate residents on best
practices for caring for, storing, and charging ebikes. However,
consumers should also be aware that some ebikes, and similar
mobility devices, are sold with batteries that do not meet voluntary industry safety standards, making them a potential fire risk.
Finally, in 2021, a very familiar unsafe consumer product continued to kill, maim, and light unwanted fires. In June, CPSC
reported that deaths from consumer fireworks in 2020 increased
by 50 percent over the previous years. Injuries resulting in
emergency room visits, 15,600 in 2020, were up by a similar
amount. Not only were the users of these devices harmed, so
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were completely uninvolved parties, like the three roommates
killed in a Portland, Oregon apartment fire started by fireworks.
Lawmakers in Pennsylvania were unable to ban the sale of fireworks that local officials complained were being used with “blatant disregard for safety” since their legalization several years
prior. Unfortunately, the lesson of Pennsylvania’s regret was not
learned by its next-door neighbor, Ohio, whose lawmakers successfully overturned a prohibition on consumer firework use.
The sale and use of consumer fireworks should be banned in all
states; the revenue generated from fireworks excise taxes is not
worth the suffering and hospital bills that result.

WORKFORCE & INFRASTRUCTURE

The lack of enough skilled workers could impact the speed—and
safety—of everything from new housing developments to
infrastructure improvements.
On February 16, a grandmother in Sugarland, Texas was using a
fireplace for warmth and candles for light after winter storm Uri
knocked out power for her and 4 million fellow Texans. The fire
that broke out at 2 a.m. killed her and her three young grandchildren. Estimates of the number of people who perished because of
the storm and its wallop to the state's stressed electrical grid range
from 200 to over 700, victims of hypothermia, carbon monoxide
poisoning, fires, and disruptions to medical equipment. Over the
course of the storm, and its aftermath, responders from affected
areas reported call volumes 10 times above normal. Frozen fire
hydrants outside San Antonio slowed firefighters’ efforts to douse
a raging fire at an apartment building. While no one was reported
hurt, over 80 people were suddenly displaced.
2021’s winter storm highlighted the cascade of calamities that
can result from a power system too brittle to handle increasingly routine extremes of weather, but the year also ushered in

a hopeful fix with the passage of the $1.2 trillion Infrastructure
Investment and Jobs Act. However, as badly as this investment
in infrastructure is needed, there is concern over where the
thousands of skilled workers necessary to implement the many
projects called for by the legislation will be found. For example,
over the next several years, the federal government will make
$2.5 billion available for building out EV charging infrastructure, work that demands skilled electricians. Unfortunately,
demand for the electricians needed for envisioned clean energy
future well outstrips supply—according to one study by about
251,000 workers looking ahead to 2030, and 462,000 workers
by 2050.
It’s not just shortages of construction workers, there’s also
looming shortages of building inspectors—a vital part of the
Fire & Life Safety Ecosystem. While new ways of doing business,
like remote inspections, may help ease labor shortages, there is
still a pressing need to attract and train new workers for these
jobs. To do this, policymakers should consider the potential of
investing in programs that recruit, train, and mentor people currently underrepresented in all types of building-related fields—
women and minorities. They should also consider strengthening
state-level apprenticeship programs and educational networks
through legislation like the National Apprenticeship Act and the
Apprenticeship Hubs Across American Act. Failing to address
these workforce gaps will slow down the construction of new
homes and the rollout of clean energy technology. It also stands
to impact the eventual safety of those projects too.
The need for skilled tradespeople is as true in other parts
of the world as it is in the US. A survey in 2021 by the British
Board of Agrément of industry professionals found that 79 percent reported “poor construction/installation quality” in their
top five risks for building safety, and 74 percent also included
“uncontrolled value engineering”—the drive to deliver projects
faster and cheaper–within their top five risks. From engineers
and architects who can design to code requirements to the construction tradespeople who carry it out, the education, training,
and skill behind a project, as well as the integrity of those who
carry it out, greatly impact the safety of the final result. Without
this skilled workforce, the rapid urbanization expected over the
next several decades may come with the risk of a dangerous built
environment.

INDUSTRIAL

Ensuring the safety of workers in factories, and on jobsites
everywhere, is a key government responsibility.

As badly as this investment in infrastructure is needed,
there is concern over where the thousands of skilled
workers needed to implement the many projects called
for by the legislation will be found.
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From Boston to Philadelphia to Baltimore, 2021 had its share of
recycling facility fires. One such fire in Phoenix became the biggest
the city had ever had. Though the specific cause in each case may
not yet be known, one hazard is receiving scrutiny—lithium-ion
batteries. As reported by the US Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) in July, between 2013 and 2020, there were at least 245
battery-caused recycling facility fires. Some industry watchers
believe the actual number might be significantly higher. Given the
proliferation of lithium-ion powered devices, the uptick in these
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the dangers of the chemicals in their
workplace, building fire safety standards were not followed, and the
site stored flammable and hazardous
chemicals far in excess of fire code
allowances.
Especially with the upheaval of
COVID-19, policymakers may consider inspections and other means to
improve safety yet another challenge
to improving the economy. However,
they would be smart to remember
that factory fires and related workplace accidents are estimated to
drain six percent or more of a country’s GDP from medical costs and
As reported by the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in July, between
lost wages to interruptions in pro2013 and 2020, there were at least 245 battery-caused recycling facility fires.
duction, without even factoring in
Some industry watchers believe the actual number might be significantly
losses to property and supply chain
higher. Given the proliferation of lithium-ion powered devices, the uptick in
disruptions. The human toll alone
these fires is unsurprising.
should demand attention from governments to reduce fire and life
fires is unsurprising. Fortunately, standards developers work to
safety hazards in the workplace, but it should be understood that
keep up with hazard trends. NFPA 401, Recommended Practice
investments in safety are also investments in economic growth.
for the Prevention of Fires and Uncontrolled Chemical Reactions
Associated with the Handling of Hazardous Waste, currently under
CONCLUSION
development, will help everyone involved in the disposal of these
As this review highlights, fire and life safety hazards are all
batteries avoid fires. Staying current with standards helps respond
around us and the loss of people and property is far too common.
to changes in products and practices.
However, when they are working well, the elements of the Fire &
Though disruptive, 2021’s recycling fires fortunately did not
Life Safety Ecosystem allow us to control these hazards.
result in any loss of life. Tragically, the same cannot be said of
Given the complexity of safety challenges—and the breadth
other workplace fires. In July, a fire at the Hasham Foods facof the Fire & Life Safety Ecosystem—it is helpful to understand
tory in Rupganja, Bangladesh killed 52 workers. A number of facwhere to start to make sure the systems in your community are
tors make this case absolutely horrific—the high death toll, the
working well to lower the risk of loss. The Ecosystem Assessment
fact that many of the victims were children, suggesting the facTool offers one place to get started. Through a series of indicators,
tory was violating child labor laws. However, the worst part of
the tool helps communities assess their capacity to support posithe incident may be the report that some of the exit doors were
tive safety outcomes. It can help identify gaps and direct attention
locked, trapping the workers. This is the same deadly life safety
to Ecosystem elements that may be neglected. NFPA encourages
violation that killed over 100 workers in the Tazreen Fashion
policymakers and community leaders to use the assessment tool
Factory fire in 2012, leading in part to the development of multo review the systems that manage safety risks for their citizens.
tilateral agreements between the country’s government and garCommitments to safety pay off. Routine fire code enforcement
ment industry interests to address the sector’s abysmal safety
that holds owners to account until violations are fixed. Information
record. In 2021, the government, fashion brands, and worker
and support for homeowners and other property owners to invest
unions reached a new agreement to improve and monitor
in retrofits to reduce risk of loss in a wildfire and make communisafety in this economically vital sector through an independent
ties more resilient. And not only hiring workers qualified for the
structure.
job but ensuring there are educational and training opportunities
Outside the ready-made garment industry and that sector’s
to help them acquire the skills they need to meet the code and perdependence on Western brands, workers for Hasham Food and
form the job safely. There are many steps to take to improve safety.
other factories must rely on a government inspection system that
The key to reducing losses next year, and in the years to come, is
is inadequate for the task of monitoring the safety conditions
starting now to make these changes. 
in the country’s many factories. This is true too for neighboring
countries like India, where there are only about 50 inspectors
Learn more about the
for 37,000 registered factories. The 18 workers killed in June at
NFPA Fire & Life Safety EcosystemTM
a chemical factory fire in the city of Pune reflect this. Workers
by visiting nfpa.org/ecosystem.
were given no safety training and provided no information on
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